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Consisting of a single sculpture, the exhibition
is occupied by a 1:1 scale human figure in black
walnut, carved by the artist, leaning into a
stainless steel pole.
The sculpture follows from the exquisite sacred
tradition and portrays a complex dynamic
between inner experience and infrastructure.
Lichty describes the making of this sculpture,
for which he used himself as a reference, as a
rite of passage.

Leaning Figure
2020
walnut, tung oil, stainless steel
66 x 244 x 66 cm (26 x 96 x 26 in)

Stephen Lichty interviewed by Michele D’Aurizio

Michele D’Aurizio: Are you familiar with the theory of the mirror stage?
Stephen Lichty: Lacan’s?
MD: Yes, Lacan’s mirror stage. I ask in regard to your process behind this sculpture [Leaning Figure,
2020], the fact that you replicated your body into a clay shape, first, and carved that in wood, later.
That process seems to me almost a way of getting to know one’s own anatomy. I think that it should
have been like enacting a second mirror stage. You know, before the mirror stage, children only
understand themselves as fragmented bodies. But, staring at themselves in the mirror, they are able to
form an image of their body as a whole. I wonder, then, if during the making process you discovered
something about your body that you didn’t know before.
SL: Twelve years ago or so, I saw someone leaning in a semi-contrapposto and made a rough sketch
of them. So, the first step was moving from an experience to an image. Then, in October of 2019,
I embodied that image myself, after having repeatedly sketched it, and I photographed it. I took
measurements, generated a reference figure in foam and clay; and, then, carved that figure from a
wooden block, again with myself as a reference.
One simple realization was that there are no actual facets on a body because everything is in contour.
There are no straight lines and very few edges, It’s interesting to try to maintain a sense of where you’re
at without any facets. So it becomes proprioceptive. If you can engage with your full perception, rather
than just by measuring A to B, you can articulate movement differently. That’s one thing I learned.
There are a lot of concepts we could talk over: expression, integration, alienation, body ownership.
I’ve explored these questions in performance and in dance previously. Embodiment is central to
sculpture in any case, and I certainly thought about those abstractions during the phases of production
as opportunities to render qualities and relations that became part of the material. That was my path,
rather than working with a more technically accurate transposition of form, like 3D scanning and
milling.
MD: When did the choice of this specific material enter the picture? It’s walnut, right?
SL: Yes, it’s walnut, juglans nigra. Initially, when I thought about the form and where the show would
be—Firenze—I thought about trying to work with marble. But given the installation constraints and
design I was working with at the time, the weight of the stone would have deflected the pole more than
was tolerable. Moving to wood, I was able to bring all of the production in-house into the studio, and
give the work the time it required. There are options for working wood. I’m familiar with wood and I
like the deep tones of walnut.
MD: I have several questions about the genre of self-portraiture. You mentioned that the sculpture is
born out of a figure that you had encountered in real life. I wonder if you could speak about how you

came to appropriate that occurrence: how did you recognize that that figure had a meaning for you
and how did you develop it into an image of yourself.
SL: Well, the person was on a C train between 23rd and West 4th in Manhattan leaning against a
central stanchion pole. They had a tote bag typical of someone coming downtown from a Chelsea
gallery in that era. One foot was on point, kind of behind the other. The counterpoint wasn’t in the
shoulders; it was in the bag that draped parallel to the pole.
At the time I was taking dance classes with Barbara Mahler, and I was really attuned to how weight
reached the ground.
I think of myself as the reference for the sculpture, but I don’t think of the sculpture as self-portraiture.
Since I was always at hand, I made the clay reference in the studio naked, with mirrors, so I could
stand shoulder to shoulder with it and consider shape and dimensions.
Occupying my body while trying to both measure and sculpt from it was challenging. So, distortions
and complications happened through that process. It would be a really different thing to sculpt from
a life model, someone who isn’t me. Also, working with myself as a reference, I knew that I could
be accountable to myself. Involving another person would be a really different matter, a different
challenge.
MD: I really like that. When you said…
SL: Which part?
MD: I like when you said that you’re a referent for the work. So, would you say that the sculpture is
more appropriately a study in a specific iconographic tradition—the tradition of the contrapposto, or
that of the male nude, for example—in a way that doesn’t necessarily touch on your identity or the
time-space in which the sculpture was realized?

life of a highly animated figure—that’s a lot of emotional labor for a figure to sustain over years and
years, and it’s supported by the ongoing structural labor of the materials.
So, the representational scheme is developed with a sensitivity for the emotional implications of the
structure. Because this figure is at rest, it might appear better prepared to comfortably sustain the
pose, for the actual lifespan of the sculpture.
MD: I guess it’s intriguing to ask oneself if the figure is freestanding. I mean the sculpture is: it is
freestanding.
SL: With the pole integrated.
MD: Yes, exactly. But the figure might not be. I guess there’s a tension in that question because, of
course, the work is not a wooden shape that needs a pole in order to stand. It’s a complex of the two,
in which one supports the other.
SL: Well, the pole doesn’t extend to the ceiling, so the sculpture accepts a primary relation to the
ground as a condition of its mass and gravity. That may or may not complicate the impression of
fragility.
MD: If the pole had reached the ceiling, then, it would have been an architectural element and the
sculpture would have absorbed the surrounding space along with the latter’s qualities. It would have
been a figure in a space.
SL: In some ways, the length of pole above where it fastens to the figure, is purely ornamental. The
load of the figure moves from the chest and lower belly both to the pole and down through the legs.
MD: How did you decide the final height of the pole?

SL: Yes, in part. I like that the work is situated within genre and art-historical discourse: to be
alongside—atemporally—other similar works.
In terms of personal history, certainly my lived experiences enter the way I work and make decisions.
Life affects the work. However, I think I ended up representing interiority.

SL: It matches the height of the original one in the R32 C train. Although, I don’t know how much of
that reference carries through, the relation to the train scene.

MD: Yes, I know. And that’s interesting to me because it circles back to my question on the work’s
iconography. Think about the contrapposto. At one point, in the history of sculpture, somebody
thought that they could convey not only a higher degree of naturalism but also psychological
complexity with a little trick…

SL: Yes, I think it did; but I’m not sure. There were going to be textile garments on the sculpture as
well. I thought about a bag and a sort of cloak. But as the work developed, they just weren’t necessary.
In tests, the work became a mannequin very fast. Usually, people don’t have to make a mannequin.
They use a mannequin.

SL: A technology.

MD: How would you situate this work within canonical representations of the male nude? Did
stereotypical images of masculinity and manhood—the Greek kouros, for example—enter at one
point the process of dealing with this figure?

MD: Exactly. In some way, by introducing the pole, you almost went a step further. The figure is not
just leaning on the pole, it relies on it. In the contrapposto, the figure is still free-standing and selfsupported. In that sense, your figure moves further towards an image of human fragility.
SL: I might say interdependence. The materials do the work. The life of a contrapposto figure or the

MD: You mean that the final work lost altogether the anecdotal aspect of, let’s say, the first sketches?

SL: I knew, if I was going to make a figurative sculpture, that I would use myself as a reference, because
I was available to myself, and the process would become more than an objective task. There were a
lot of choices to be made: aside from selecting a sustainable pose, closing the eyes of the figure and

having heavy eyes, for example. In terms of making a male nude, right now, with myself as a reference,
letting the eyes hang heavy feeds the image of self-concept back into the figure’s interiority so that the
surface becomes available. You’re not being looked at when you move around the sculpture.

image. It’s not something that…

MD: You also made some stylistic choices. For example, with the hair: you render it in an almost
cartoonish style, deviating from a hyper-realist mode of representation.

MD: Yes. Even if the starting point for the sculpture is something that’s borrowed from the real world,
the final output is highly abstracted, right?

SL: Some aspects are quite illustrative, yes.

SL: Yes.

MD: Using your body as a referent, I wonder if you had some thoughts about what it means to
represent the body of a person in his prime.

MD: My question is then: if you had to inscribe this “figurative” work [Leaning Figure] within a
constellation of your previous works, what would you say is the one closest to it?

SL: You mean that it’s not aging?

SL: Well, sometimes artists just make the same work over and over. Things look different, but it’s the
same thing—or, at least, that’s the joke.
I’m relatively consistent in that way. Sometimes the easiest way to find a through line between works
is structural. An artist friend joked that if I kept working on this piece, it was going to just be a block
of wood next to a pole. That’s where it would end up, if I had enough time.

MD: Yes, it’s not a decaying body. At the same time, it’s not the body of a child nor that of a teenager.
I wonder if the making process maps onto a sort of coming of age, a transition from youth into
adulthood.
SL: Well, that’s the nature of the kouros, that it wasn’t a particular person but a generic figure. I
titled my work in a generic way, Leaning Figure, with the intent of generalizing the particular and
contextualizing it within a genre.
A friend of mine mentioned, ‘this sculpture is going to stay the same age and you’re not.’ The image
won’t change. However basic, that thought hadn’t occurred to me. What do you mean I’m going to
change and the sculpture is not? In the end, though, it does and it doesn’t look like me. And I won’t
be at the opening [because of Covid-19], I won’t be standing around there next to it.
MD: Let’s say that it really doesn’t look like you—would you be okay with that or do you feel that’s a
sign of your limited skills as a sculptor?
SL: There are a number of abstractions—at a certain point the mirror, as a reference, became untenable.
In general, there are different resolutions of likeness to me throughout and the way relations move in
and out of proportion is relatively distributed.
I’m not so interested in deskilling. Let’s just say that I’m not a figurative sculptor. I think it’s great to
develop one’s craft to a place of refinement. But the question of if I’ll carve like this again, that’s still
an open question. Making the work has been a rite of passage.
MD: For the little I know about your previous works, it seems to me that many of them put forth—I
don’t know if illusion is the right word—but definitely a tension between the status of the object and
its visual manifestation. I am thinking here about your use of taxidermy or the Branch series.
SL: Some animation?
MD: Yes. But I don’t mean that these objects are uncanny. At the same time, they evade descriptions
and anecdotal accounts. Think about the taxidermied cat [in Untitled, 2014]. That’s a very surreal

SL: Would just happen.

MD: By removing and removing material?
SL: Yes. Or just if I worked the options long enough.
The compositional and structural relations between parts of the works—many times, those relationships
are dictated by the materials. If you’re using dimensional materials, sometimes moving around the
work is less interesting because there’s less subtle difference and variation. The pleasure of moving
around Untitled (the work with the basalt and cat), Leaning Figure, and Branch, is a common quality.
Moving around Leaning Figure, you really get more information—the weight distribution, the tone
of how the arms hang, how the planes of the back and buttocks line up from different angles. Leaning
Figure is aligned with those two other works in that way: revealed by circling.
Most of my sculptures deal with how something is going to stand up—which is always a problem I can
work with. The solution I developed for this work is new to me; instead of dowelling into the floor,
it works as a tripod. It’s a response to—how would you say it?—the presumption of a ground being
level. That’s an ideological assumption that I held for too long, and a tripod can address that.
MD: Would you say that you better factor in gravity as a force that cannot be alienated from the realm
of sculpture?
SL: Well, in this instance, an internal mechanism that’s not visible connects the body and the pole.
Once calibrated on-site, it erases the problem of the ground, of its unevenness. Simply put, it can be
leveled.
The figure leans on the adjusted pole and appears to articulate a perpendicular relation to the ground—
whether it is perpendicular or not. I’m not certain that the work’s independence from site condition is
a more liberated position than entangling with the architecture. I’m not sure.
MD: I’ve been reading a French philosopher, Simondon. He says that the most perfect machine would

assimilate the surrounding environment in its internal functioning. It’s not that the two—the machine
and the environment—work in concert. It’s the machine that…
SL: Integrates?
MD: Yes, it’s able to integrate the environment. I thought about Simondon’s machine because you
designed a mechanism that works in a similar sense.
SL: That’s interesting.
MD: It’s not a matter of adapting—I guess that’s the point. It’s not that that work is adapting to the
environment, but it has been conceived in a way that integrates the environment.
SL: You actually could show this work on a sloped floor. It’s probably best not to introduce a biological
metaphor, but sometimes site-specificity nurtures relations that are quite parasitic rather than mutual.
But all work has needs. I wouldn’t put a kouros up against and facing a wall because a kouros implies
forward movement. The piece I made, however, doesn’t have the same sort of velocity. The pole
distributes the load to a narrow footprint that keeps the work from tipping.
MD: I would welcome an organic metaphor, though. What you’re describing sounds precisely like an
organism co-existing with its environment. What I am trying to say is that, even if this discussion of the
pole mechanism might seem to divert the work towards a technological dimension, its mode of being
is very much that of a biological organism—a quality that would reconnect this whole conversation
to the figure of the human body.
SL: Let me play that back: are you suggesting the engineering aspect, as a development to the sculptural
practice and its reintegration of site conditions, is on par with biological metaphors?

mediates the relationship between the viewer and the sculpture.
SL: The pressure comes off a little bit.
MD: Yeah.
SL: A vertical pole appears as a different thing when adjacent to a nude figure—at least, compared
to some of the more charged formal poetics of more abstract works I have made. The figurative genre
doesn’t demand that the pole be perceived as elemental. By elemental, I mean essential and nonallegorical.
Do you have any thoughts about, or a reading, in relation to the male nude or representations of
masculinity?
MD: No. Not really. I can say, though, that this is not a figure that speaks to me about toxic masculinity.
It relies on an external element of support; it has some illustrative features to it… Of course, in the
present cultural landscape, approaching the same iconographic program like Michelangelo did with
his David, that would be…
SL: That’s a tough one.
It would be really different working on representing a body that isn’t like yours, you know? Of course
plenty of people do this. That’s a really complex terrain—so many decisions to make. So in the
process of representing myself or using myself as a reference, a lot of questions fell away. For better,
or worse.
MD: Still thinking in the line of self-portraiture, there’s a whole tradition of artists portraying
themselves within a context—be it their working space or their community. In this case, because of
its relation with the space, the work becomes a situated representation of yourself. Do you agree?

MD: Yes. The body is a biological organism, and your sculpture, which in part represents a body, itself
functions like an organism. It’s not plopped into the space, but tries to incorporate its surroundings.
I mean, even a Barnett Newman painting needs to be hung in one way or another. Art always requires
a mode of grounding itself in space.

SL: Is it made to seem casual?

SL: That can be so central to sculpture, to art.
The pole was rolled and seam-welded, so not extruded. However, I’ve refinished the surface radially,
graining it parallel to the circumference, so it has a very subtle pulse but remains abstract. It’s focal.
The pole stabilizes and takes the weight of the composition as you move around the figure. It makes
contact with the ear, the breast, the penis, the leg. Whatever narrative you want to hang on there, I
think the pole helps ground the projections.
If you took away the pole and had a freestanding sculpture, I might ask what it was doing in there? It
might charge the space in a different way. The pole does some of that work of metabolizing. It helps
metabolize projections.

SL: Rather than couching it in an extended tableau or a scene?

MD: I like to think about the pole as a display element. It immediately creates a triangulation and

SL: I prepared a manifesto! No, I’m joking. I like discussing the mechanism, the technological aspects,

MD: Yes, but in a good way. It sets the stage for an encounter between you—the artist—and the
viewer.

MD: Yes. You all belong together in the moment of beholding. If a painted self-portrait is a window
into somebody’s world, this work seems to me a self-portrait that’s more “extroverted.”
SL: Right. Although, I do feel that the figure looks back to itself.
Do you think there’s any other territory you’d like to discuss?
MD: I don’t, really. Do you? Do you want to say something on the mic for the records?

the structural aspects.
MD: Yes. I found that very fascinating.
I almost pictured, in the exhibition, a technical drawing of the pole mechanism. That would be
fantastic. Almost like an X-ray of the sculpture.
SL: I almost prepared one. I thought about making, for the exhibition booklet, an illustrated outline
view of all my past sculptures and their fastening mechanisms—because that’s something I would
want to look at and compare.
MD: I would want to look at that too. It would be truly enriching for the work.
SL: I wish I had something dynamic to say about how I’ve dealt with or approached the masculinity
of the figure, because I think that it is an interesting question and something that’s central to doing
a carved nude. Maybe the answer to that question is the sculpture itself. The sculpture answers that
question more than my words could.
We already discussed that there used to be a cloak on this thing? My mother was actually the one who
said, “Stephen, you can’t have these things on the sculpture. Don’t cover the work.”

STEPHEN LICHTY
Adams and Ollman, Portland, OR, 2019

Adams and Ollman is pleased to announce the gallery’s first presentation with San Franciscobased artist Stephen Lichty. The artist's plain language sculptures are made with careful
attention to materials, desire, and composition. The resulting enigmatic, conceptual objects
comport the artist’s slow ritual approach.
Branch (2018) toggles between a three dimensional sculpture and a line drawing in space. In
this work, Lichty presents a freestanding weeping mulberry branch, cut from a tree near the
artist’s former apartment in New York after years of contemplation. With each erratic twist
and turn of the limbs, the branch performs the story of its movement, meaning, and migration
to the present situation. Attached to the branch are five vertical lines reaching to the floor,
that appear to support critical limbs. With Branch, an object becomes an image as well as a
memory.
Similarly, Untitled (2019) features an object that reads as an image, in this case, passively
produced as a plate of fiber optic glass moves light from a collapsed plastic bag to a two
dimensional plane.

Branch
2018
Weeping mulberry branch, paraloid b-72, silver
182.88 x 152.4 x 195.58 cm (72 x 60 x 77 in)
unique

Untitled
2019
Fiber optic glass, plastic bag, aluminium frame with glass backing and wood straner
13 x 15 x 3 cm (5 x 6.25 x 1 in)
unique

STEPHEN LICHTY
Erik Nordenhake, Stockholm, SE, 2017

Stephen Lichty has created a perfect example of a traditional Japanese
lacquerware bowl, with the exception of its unusually large size. When placed
on the floor, the bowl reaches just below the knee and is twice as broad across
the mouth. The size might read as exaggerated and comical, theatrical even,
but it doesn’t. The bowl is a beautiful object created through excessive care. It
arrives whole without explanation. It carries the impression of its labored history
like a secret and it wears its identity with dignity. It is what it is: a large bowl. And
its descriptive title reinforces this. It is called simply Bowl.
An accomplished Japanese urushi artist was necessary to make Bowl in the
traditional manner from many layers of natural urushi, in this case without any
additional tinting. As with oil painting, pigment suspended in transparent layers
allows for depth and subtlety in color. The piece is a rich black-brown that is
highly sensitive to altering light conditions. Careful observation reveals red
along the edge where the thin lip slopes to meet the profile. This delicate lip is
no thicker than the handle of a tablespoon. Like solar flares on the sun, streaks
of gold appear when focused light is applied very near the bowl’s surface. But at
its thicker base where Bowl sits on the floor, the color shifts to blue-black.
The form is smooth and glossy all over. The shape is sensual and asks to be
touched, but something solemn and ceremonious in its bearing restrains this
urge. The bowl’s highly polished surface reflects the world around it dimly; the
image curls around the exterior surface of the bowl. A pool of light fills the
negative space within and the world is reflected warped and upside down in
the basin. The illusion is clear and vivid in bright light, causing the bottom of
the bowl to appear convex. On approach to the object, one easily becomes lost
gazing into the bowl’s mouth where surface and illusion play. The observer is
quickly and quietly absorbed.
A soft cloth encloses Bowl during storage and travel. The wrapped vessel rests
in a wooden box just like any other fine Japanese lacquerware bowl, complete
with the customary flat braided ribbon. The box is called a tomobako and
was produced with the same attention to detail as the bowl itself. It is blond,
lightweight and joined with wooden nails. The lid’s receding tiered handles
belong in a particular orientation to the base and the purple ribbon that holds the
lid in place slips through narrow openings at the foot of the box. This foot both
secures the ribbon in the center and keeps the floor of the box suspended above
the ground. The ribbon is tied in the conventional Japanese way producing a flat
symmetrical bow. Such meticulous attention to tradition and detail is echoed in
the piece itself, though this particular manifestation of care remains concealed
during exhibition. It is the appropriate preservation treatment common to
collectable Japanese lacquerware and pottery.
In his 1933 essay “In Praise of Shadows,” Junichiro Tanizaki suggests that
darkness brings out the beauty in traditional Japanese lacquer work, indeed he
believes that darkness is inseparable from Japanese aesthetics. Throughout its
presentation at Erik Nordenhake, Bowl will be displayed exclusively in natural
light. The limited daylight hours of the Nordic winter make this condition
peculiar for a gallery show, yet Tanizaki would consider it suitable for viewing a

piece like this. Presumably, Bowl will be examined in low light for much of the
exhibition and its observation will be subject to the sun’s caprice. As the weather
changes, what is available to be seen will change too. When the sun sets in the
afternoon, the show will close for the day or the piece will sit in the dark. Bowl
itself will remain unaltered, a piece of art faithful to its own identity, oblivious to
the fluctuations of light evident to exhibition-goers. Within the diurnal cycles
of light and dark, light becomes temporal, and the work detaches from whatever
artificial illumination may reveal (or obscure). The limits and particularities of
our own perception meet in an encounter with the object in itself and the object
in the world.

Bowl
2016
Urushi lacquer, hemp and stone powder with Japanese urushi artist Gen Saratani
91.44 x 40.64 x 91.44 cm (36 x 16 x 36 in)
unique

STEPHEN LICHTY
Foxy Production, New York, 2014

(detail) Cord
2014
Silk
variable dimensions
unique

Cord
2014
Silk
variable dimensions
unique

“Memorials are a major part of stone’s brief in the portfolio of
human perspective. Stephen Lichty’s Untitled (2014) joins a long
tradition of memorials such as gravestones. Unlike many of its
forerunners, Untitled offers no metaphor for death, no moment
mori, no carved hourglass, skull, or faded flower to allude ever so
delicately to our ephemerality. It is a stone topped by death itself, in
the body of a taxidermies cat. Here, the organic and the inorganic,
the short-lived and the seemingly ageless, having been sculpted to
each other, produce a gut-wrenching, mind-altering solace.”
–Dakin Hart, Senior Curator of the Noguchi Museum

Museum of Stones: Ancient and Contemporary Art at the Noguchi
Museum. Edited by Dakin Hart. London: The Isamu Noguchi Foundation
and Garden Museum, New York, in association with D Giles Limited,
London. , 2015. p. 14.

Untitled
2014
Basalt, taxidermied cat
198 x 30 x 30 cm (78 x 12 x 12 in )
unique

Untitled
2014
Black oxidized steel and basalt
25 x 23 x 25 cm ( 10 x 9 x 10 in )
unique

Fountains
2014
Bronze, water, motorized pump
two parts: each 13 x 8 x 305 cm (5 × 3 × 120 in)
unique

OTH ER WORK S

When i came in with a few others, you opened the door for us. People were
already sitting around the perimiter of the room.
You were walking around, kind of slow pace. Sometimes sitting in the middle
of the room. Walking like a goose sometimes while massaging ur self. As if
hesitant about what to do, or about which of the partial-gestures you should
take up. you were rubbing yourself and rubbing the floor in the same way.
[…] You were opening the windows one by one and then closing them. You
were maybe letting some movements echo and catch up. But all was very
little. Not taken up for much time. I wanted some of it to continue. […]
You closed the windows. Proto Movements. Cranking oneself into the nooks of
the corners. Opening them again. Differently. Spitting out the window. I liked
how the cold came in through the windows. And the idea of the spit landing
where I had walked before. It got darker and the movements seemed maybe
more relaxed. It’s hard to pinpoint how something like this gets a quality of
aboutness, without much changing visually. These thoughts I had, on the
‘boundary’ or ‘arbitrary relation’ between the situation itself and the actions,
seemed to make good sense overall–made it meaningful—that I wasn’t sure
when your movements had started to change character, or if I was just feeling
more at ease as time passed and you stayed consistent with the style. You
were also doing movements very close to me at one point. You kneeled down
left leg first right leg backwards, crouched, rubbing the floor. And I shifted my
weight and rested my head on my cheek. And the counting was good, I liked
that it broke the silence and the power dynamics in assigning us but being
mad and random and still nodding at structure and all that. and it was a comic
relief the same way that the spitting was. And then you left the room and
closed the door so we were alone and we knew it was over cause we heard
you were in the bathroom drinking water.
Amitai Romm, Artist

Email correspondence between Amitai Romm and Stephen Lichty, November 13, 2014

Keeping Dusk, solo performance, Diakron, Copenhagen, 2014

Untitled OBE, private performances, New York 2013-2016

Stephen Lichty Studio
220 36 Street #B514 Brooklyn, NY 11232
+1 347 735 0696 studio@stephenlichty.info
	
  

Ribbon (black)
2013
Steel, silk
20,32 x 121,92 x 15,24 cm (8 x 48 x 6 in)
unique

Passenger Side Seat on Steel Plate (1986 NUMMI Nova)
2015
Powder coated steel and seat frame
152,4 x 81,28 x 101,6 cm (60 x 32 x 40 in)
unique

Untitled
2020
Fiber optic glass, aluminum vapor coated polymer blanket,
aluminum frame with glass backing and wood strainer
14.92 x 24.76 x 2.54 cm (5 7/8 x 9 3/4 x 1 in)
unique

“A wooden shape attracts our imagination because of the simplicity of its
profile, at once polished and smooth, and also precise and symmetric.
Blunted edges prolong the inner movement of the wooden fibres, and
the entire object is refined with tung oil in order to darken and polish
its surface. With an elegant and precise style, Stephen Lichty joins the
American Minimalist sculptural tradition with recovered shapes of
headrests, ancient objects that were very common in many cultures,
from Africa to the East.
They have been used since ancient times to hold in place elaborate
hairstyles during rest, and to sustain the head of the dead during
funeral ceremonies. Lichty appropriates and develops the traditional
shape of an Egyptian headrest, which in its turn had been modeled
on the hieroglyph called akhet (‘Where the sun rises or sets’, or, more
simply, ‘horizon’). This hieroglyph derives its shape from the mountain
that ‘sustains’ the sun when it ‘wakes up’ or goes to ‘rest’, just as the
headrest sustains our head while we sleep and dream. Lichty’s sculpture
reverentially crosses these different formal, cultural, and symbolic
dimensions, which impregnates its wood with multiple silent stories.”

–Davide Daninos, curator and critic

Intuition. Edited by Daniela Ferretti and Axel Vervordt. Ghent: Axel and May
Vervoordt Foundation in association with MER. Paper Kunsthalle. pp. 381-382

Headrest
2015
Wood and tung oil
20.32 x 7.62 x 17.14 cm (8 x 3 x 6.75 in)
unique

Ring
2013
Black oxidized steel and string
ring: ø 25,4 cm (10 in)
string: dimensions variable
unique

Screen
2016
Black walnut and tung oil
160.02 x 149.86 x 45.72 cm (63 x 59 x 18 in)
edition of 2

Bell
2016
Bronze bell and cremains
17.78 x 6.67 x 6.67 cm (7 x 2 5/8 x 2 5/8 in)
unique
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Stephen Lichty. Foxy Production, New York
Stephen Lichty. CAPITAL, San Francisco, CA
Stephen Lichty. Foxy Production, New York, NY
New Work. Jack Chiles, New York, NY

SELECTED GROUP EXHIBITIONS
2019
2018
2017
2016
2015
2014
2013
2012

2011
2010

Condo New York. Foxy Production, New York, NY
Be kind to the night. The Garage at 500 Capp Street, San Francisco, CA
Intuition. Palazzo Fortuny, Venice
A Momentary Lapse of Reason. Public Access, Chicago, IL
I am sitting in a room. Jack Chiles, New York, NY
Museum of Stones. The Noguchi Museum, Queens, NY
Objects & Thin Air. Foxy Production, New York, NY
Culm. Night Gallery, Los Angeles, CA
Bcc:9. Oslo 10, Basel, Switzerland
Harlan. Laracuente. Lichty / Earth. New Capital, Chicago, IL
Bauer. Croxson. Lichty. Wood. Foxy Production, New York, NY
The Museum Problem. Frutta, Rome, Italy
Not Yet. The Barber Shop, Lisbon, Portugal
Enchanted. School of Development, Berlin, Germany

PERFORMANCES
2015
2014
2012
2011

Performance with Neil Marcus. Presented by Patrick Gomez 4 Sheriff, Neutra VDL Research House,
Los Angeles, CA
Two Slow Falls . The Noguchi Museum, New York, NY
Keeping Dusk. Diakron, Copenhagen, Denmark
Special Effects, with Neil Marcus. ODC, San Francisco, CA
Ribbon Dance in a Thunderstorm at Sunset. Socrates Sculpture Park, New York, NY

COMMISSIONS
2018

Monticello Library, Shawnee, KS. Public art commission in collaboration with Jim Woodfill

PUBLICATIONS
Stephen Lichty: Ideomotor Drawings. Designed by Thomas Ulrik Madsen, (forthcoming)
Special Effects, Advances in Neurology. Release with Neil Marcus & Publication Studio, 2011
Alexander, Bell, Cooper, McCracken, Valentine (1971). Release with Publication Studio, 2010
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